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Once	  again,	  PWR	  New	  Media	  surveyed	  over	  235	  journalists	  about	  their	  news	  
release	  preferences.	  We	  asked	  them	  tell	  us	  what	  they	  wanted	  PR	  professionals	  
to	  know	  about	  how	  they	  wanted	  releases	  and	  what	  they	  wanted	  in	  them.	  Here	  
are	  their	  unedited	  responses:	  
	  
	  
Most	  respondents	  told	  us	  they	  like	  email	  loaded	  with	  assets	  such	  as	  images:	  

	  
I prefer email, with text and high res images 
 
Email is the way to get information! 
 
Email is preferred. Mail only if there are samples, media kit that can't be seen 
online. Editors ALWAYS want hi-res images and high quality video. Low-res 
photos are not helpful at all. Also press releases MUST have contact info 
(cell/email) for PR people to respond to asap. Thanks! 
 
direct email. always need high res photos. also need video when available. most 
important: twitter handle then facebook to share with followers for viral 
broadcasting of a story 
 
via email with one main photo and contact email address if I want more. I do not 
want a release to have tons of attached photos because it clogs up my inbox 
 
Prefer to receive via email. Mostly interested in quality background information 
about products/topics and hi-res images related to them. 
 
Email releases are fine, if video embeds/links are available, I will often use them-
-if there is no photo (or video) support, I cannot publish any part of the release. 
 
I like to receive releases over e-mail. Multimedia is important (photos, video, etc.) 
but it doesn't necessarily have to be included as long as it can be downloaded 
from a website or sent on request. If the attachments are too long, my inbox fills 
up too quickly. 
 
Emailed summary with link to full release and downloadable high res & web 
quality photos is the most preferred. 
 
I prefer the press release in email with links to downloadable photos and videos 
(or embed links, preferably through a site like YouTube or Vimeo for easier 
adaptability for mobile devices) 
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Email Contact info (email of person to contact for additional info), jpeg images, 
city/state, full name and title of people quoted or referenced 
 
Via email Contact information, hi res images, quotes 
 
email with link to web page that has embedded or linked hi-res video/image	  
	  
Flash drive or email with photos or easy access to photos. I often get asked to 
preview events but it's way more work for me if I have to ask for images so I'll 
often skip it if the PR doesn't make things easier for me as my time is limited. 
 
Email with photos 
 
email and the 5 w's 
 
email with background info, links, and images. 
 
Email. News content related to analytical science, spectroscopy, chromatography 
 
E-mail with links to FTP or other site for more details and downloads. HD photos 
suitable for print use and downloadable video for online use would be welcomed. 
We are a video and film production magazine so those are most important. 
 
By e-mail/online, and with high-res downloadable and/or embeddable photos and 
video. 
 
Via e-mail, with hi-res color images. 
 
E-mail press releases: date/time/location of shows I'm reviewing or previewing; a 
graf about the show itself; any relevant background (e.g., originally done by 
Moliere himself), date of press opening; downloadable photos/audio attached or 
link to downloadable photos/audio on company's Website 
 
Email. Background info, photos, images, embed code for videos. Link to 
additional info, history, background, images. 
 
Simple press releasesvia e-mail with who, what, where and any newsy elements 
 
Via Email, in a Word doc or Word attachment 
 
email with bio, audio, video, images, and social media 
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e-mail, regular mail 
 
email 
 
Almost always by email. Actual factual information with good support. 
 
prefer email; just the basic/relevant facts 
 
e-mail releases with all the relevant info and a contact person 
 
By e-mail or downloadable files (e.g., Dropbox). 
 
email. I need a release to have at least one photo - I must be able to visualize the 
product. Even if it's only one. A couple is better. I want to know product 
availability and price. I want to know why it's noteworthy (new, innovative, new 
finish, lower price etc). 
 
Email alerts, with either release attached/embedded, or a link to an online press 
room to obtain content (editorial and multimedia, etc.), no more than once a week 
or three times per month per client 
 
Email with hi-res images included email works well, with attacchments and 
hyperlinks to copy for embed in articles 
 
via email with easily accessible images 
 
via email or through news wire. ability to download hi-res images are very helpful. 
 
I prefer them via email, with images along with a background on the company or 
person(s) 
 
By email, the story idea, contact information, availability of photos. 
 
by email with images and audio/video 
 
email, include basic information with contact info 
 
Online via email. I like to have bio or background information in the release, or a 
link to website to find it. I want and need the usual: who what when where and 
why. 
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I prefer to get releases directly to my outlook email address, so they can be 
saved on my company's server and easily search/accessed. I also do a lot of 
searching on such websites as prnewswire.com and businessnewswire.com. 
 
Email...just the info on what the news is and any relevant website links 
 
emails, JPG images, contact to media person even after hours, reasonable 
response time. 
 
Receive press releases via E-mail (first), or by letter (2nd). Am interested 
primarily in releases that include the city op Pittsburgh Pa. or Western 
Pennsylvania. Always include name and telephone number of sender. 
 
 
 
Emailed, including Word doc and high res .jpg 
 
Email is fine along with attached photos and/or links to download photos (I prefer 
links so that the images don't clog up my inbox). 
 
Email only! Info, not puffery. 
 
email. content that may be used in a forthcoming book. 
 
I like to receive news releases through email, regular mail or the facsimile 
machine. The basic information of what event is being promoted, who is doing it, 
why and when. 
 
Food, health, nutrition, environment, animal welfare and animal rights issues via 
emil #vegan	  
	  
all the basics plus link to website and access to pics for release 
 
Email works perfectly. I'm a freelance travel writer/photographer, and always 
have my own images for features. 
 
Email; non-hyperbolic copy, relevant images/video. 
 
I generally like to receive releases by email, though I've received them via social 
media channels and wire services. I like to receive high-resolution images of the 
people involved in the release. I would say focus more on the content ( the 
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information, maybe a photo or two) first and if I am interested in pursuing the 
story, please let me know of other content that might be available. 
 
receive releases in a clear, concise PR format with high res brand images 
I like to receive releases through email with bio, images, and other information 
that I may include in my article. 
 
Emails with as much detail on the specific thing as possible. With images that 
aren't logos or fliers 
 
Via e-mal; local farms and produce.  
 
E-mail; if releases are about specific products or events, I like to have comp 
access to those. 
 
Via email with text included and attached photo or link to high-res photo 
 
by email, with links for downloading hi res images, and preferably a link to, or 
photo in the email 
 
Emai, written concisely and accurately, and with contact information -- phone or 
email or both -- for relevant parties. That's not asking too much, is it? Though 
fewer and fewer seem to be able to do this. 
 
Via email, content including info on people involved, details of event, hi res 
images, highlights inclduing unique technology used on event 
 
Releases in e-mail form and just relevant facts in the content, along with 
attributable quotes. 
 
Email almost entirely.. 
 
email, basic info and little background; timing very important, need info well in 
advance 
 
Ideally, I like releases delivered via an email that concisely explains the reason I 
should be interested in the information and includes a link to a press/media room 
where I can easily find background info, hi-res images and reliable contact info 
for further inquiry. 
 
Releases should be sent via e-mail. Excess verbiage not needed. Who, what, 
where, when, clear contact info. 
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Like email releases with links to assets online. 
 
By e-mail, containing all basic information, and links for easily reachable sources 
 
Email. A concise explanation in THE BODY OF THE EMAIL -- attachments can 
be a pain -- of the event mentioning how it would be of interest specifically to 
readers in our southwestern Pennsylvania coverage area. 
 
e-mail with photos or graphics 
 
via email preferably at least a week before event if applicable or if exhibit, etc. 
with links and pix, etc. 
 
We prefer to receive releases via email--to include high-resolution jpg photos as 
attachments; with all relevant information (dates, locations, etc.). 
 
Email with basic info 
 
By email, including latest news, touring info, bio info, music links, Web site link 
	  
	  

One	  single	  respondant	  said:	  
	  

Wire	  service	  
	  

While	  other	  offered	  some	  general	  do’s	  and	  don’ts:	  
	  
If it's a product release, tell me how it is used, and in which industry. I only want 
to receive news about medical devices or components of medical devices. I need 
a high-resolution image. 
 
My readers depend on me to thrash thru studies etc and synopsize--so I like tips, 
lists, etc. I rarely interview. 
 
Facts, not fluff 
 
ability to quickly evaluate who, what, why, and who should care.	  
	  
Word documents, not pdf with large images, Basic information rather than long, 
run-on, ongoing essays.	  
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I prefer fact-based releases with links to supporting research documents. Most 
important is that the release is relevant for my audience. 
 
 
Don't just send the release and a bunch of digital info. Pitch me the idea in a few 
sentences. Make the email subject line compelling then I will follow up if I'm 
interested 
 
LOW res images... If I have to upload, crop etc. it's much less likely I'd take the 
time to include the story on any of my channels 
 
I like press releases via email BUT ONLY if they are local. My in-basket is 
bombarded by junk mail releases from out-of-the-area publicists on topics I would 
never cover. It's a waste of my time to sort through the hundreds of emails that 
come in with no possibility of coverage. If it's not happening in Southern 
California, I don't care. 
 
I have certain requirements Need Jpegs , the Book , one paragraph about the 
subject and or guest. 10 questions and pre-interview if they are on my regular 
broadcast 
 
who what when where why and how. Do NOT leave anything out. Direct contact 
with human subject of story to interview, not just PR person. 
 
I prefer for the release to be applicable to my readership. 
 
Content relevant to the life-style stories my magazine or newspaper publishes 
 
The subject line should have succinct identifying information about the story 
(Who, What, Where and When). The release should be interesting and include 
contact information for a followup interview. Most importantly, if you don't know 
what I write about, don't send me a release. Do your homework. It's easy to find 
out what reporter covers. It should be targeted. Every journalist I know gets a lot 
of press releases about subjects we would never cover. 
 
I like press releases specifically targeted to my magazine, not generic outputs 
that cover topics that wouldn't be featured with our brand. 
 
It is important to have an email address contact on a release. 
 
Email. The basics: who, what, where, when & why. Too often press releases 
seem to be missing some of those basic elements and so it gets tossed aside. 
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Background or bio for performer/event; contact info to set up phone interview; 
access to art. 
 
bullet points rather than long paragraphs. Relevant links to outside sources. 
 
The basic..who.what.where and why. I would rather get them in email or have a 
kink to the press room and media kit. 
 
short headlines pictures named in all lower case 
 
I mostly write about local fashion (Raleigh/Durham/Chapel Hill area), so I'm 
looking for things relevant to that area. Also, high res images are a must. 
 
need the basics: Who is appearing in our circulation area, where (with a street 
address), whether the event is free or ticketed, and how to get the tickets. A little 
biography about the person or persons, and any recent information (new music 
releases, new book, etc.) is helpful. Too many publicists do not write in English 
sentences. They send a flier, or a few phrases, leaving a poor editor already 
inundated with work more work. Simple is better, and reduces the margin for 
error exponentially. 
 
Digital downloads with all release information included in a pdf one-sheet. 
 
I honestly don't really care that much. The best is a simple link to download the 
adlbum and press kit, but I dont mind if a label has a press site with a code for 
securitiy. Physical copies are the only deal killer. As much as I love seeing the 
actual finished product, I'm too lazy to upload it on a computer. They end up in 
the trash.	  


